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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 14, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN

Is George Bell to fill the spot Jerry Milbank wanted to have for a retired contributor to hear out our contributors on their problems? Chuck Colson seems to have him busy on another good-sized project. Also, I understand Flanigan thinks Jerry is to furnish a man.

cc: Peter Flanigan

HARRY - Pete said that George Bell is not the person -- Milbank is still looking for a suitable tycoon.

JON
MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN

May 14, 1970

I am George Bell to fill the spot Jerry Milbank wanted to have for a retired contributor to hear out our contributors on their problems? Chuck Colson seems to have him busy on another good-sized project. Also, I understand Flanigan thinks Jerry is to furnish a man.

Harry S. Dent
Harry S. Dent

cc: cc: Peter Flanigan

Henry Dent
Pete says it is not George Bell + Jerry Milbank is looking for the right guy.

[Signature] Don Rose